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Uncovering the origin of the arrow of time remains a fundamental scientific challenge. Within
the framework of statistical physics, this problem was inextricably associated with the Second Law
of Thermodynamics, which declares that entropy growth proceeds from the system’s entanglement
with the environment. It remains to be seen, however, whether the irreversibility of time is a
fundamental law of nature or whether, on the contrary, it might be circumvented. Here we show
that, while in nature the complex conjugation needed for time reversal is exponentially improbable,
one can design a quantum algorithm that includes complex conjugation and thus reverses a given
quantum state. Using this algorithm on an IBM quantum computer enables us to experimentally
demonstrate a backward time dynamics for an electron scattered on a two-level impurity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For decades, researchers have sought to understand
how the irreversibility of the surrounding world emerges
from the seemingly time-symmetric, fundamental laws
of physics.1 This question is as old as classical statis-
tical mechanics,2–6 which itself represented an attempt
to solve this enigma. Quantum mechanics stepped
into the breach with two important conjectures. The
first, independently proposed by both Landau7 and von
Neumann,8 postulated that the process of macroscopic
measurement creates irreversibility. The second, due to
Wigner,9 posited that time reversal operation is anti-
unitary because it requires complex conjugation. More
recently, the ontological status of time-reversal symme-
try of quantum mechanics as a version of probabilistic

theory was discussed in detail in Ref. 10 and 11. Be-
cause of the requirement for complex conjugation, the
universal time reversal operation lies outside the quan-
tum realm and does not spontaneously appear in nature.
The above conjectures, though crucial in their own right,
nonetheless represent two different keys to the same lock.
In this paper, we uncover the interrelationships between
these seemingly disparate keys. It is known that dissi-
pation is a particular case of unitary evolution accom-
panied by entanglement. Entanglement, in turn, com-
plicates quantum states by involving more and more de-
grees of freedom — an increase in complexity that renders
spontaneous time reversal highly improbable. Our per-
spective refines the Landau-von Neumann insight into
irreversibility. As it turns out, the measurement pro-
cess can be described as the joint unitary evolution of
the quantum system and the macroscopic measuring de-
vice. The resulting macroscopic entanglement gives rise
to the insurmountable complexity of the reversal proce-
dure. We further show that, unexpectedly, even the evo-
lution of single- or two-particle states in free space gener-
ates complexity that renders spontaneous time reversal
either highly improbable or actually impossible. This
expresses the fact that the Schrödinger equation deter-
mining evolution of quantum systems implicitly entails
irreversibility — hence the arrow of time in nature.

II. REVERSAL OF THE SPREADING WAVE
PACKET

That in quantum mechanics in order to execute a time
reversal operation one has to perform complex conjuga-
tion of the wave function, implies that the time reversal
operator T̂ is a product of a complex conjugation op-
erator K̂ and a unitary rotation ÛR, i.e. T̂ = ÛR K̂,
where for any Ψ, K̂Ψ = Ψ∗. This operation not only
reflects velocities like in the classical physics, but also re-
verses phases of the wave function components. A general
universal operation that can reverse any arbitrary wave
function, does not exist in nature. Yet, some special
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Figure 1. Time reversal procedure for a Gaussian wave-packet Ψ(x, 0) ∝ e−x
2/2σ2

, σ = 1 (a.u.). The wave-packet spreads
Ψ(x, 0) → Ψ(x, τ) according to a quadratic Hamiltonian p̂2/2m during the time interval τ = 3mσ2/~. At the moment
τ the system is exposed to the fast step-wise electromagnetic potential fluctuation v(x) (second panel). The fluctuation
approximately (with the precision corresponding to the density of partitioning points) conjugates the phase of the wave-

function: ϕ(x, τ−0)→ ϕ̃(x, τ+0) = ϕ(x, τ−0) + ev(x, τ)δτ/~ (third panel). The prepared time-reversed state Ψ̃(x, τ) then freely

evolves during the same time interval τ and arrives to the squeezed state Ψ̃(x, 2τ) (fourth panel). The resulting state Ψ̃(x, 2τ)
has 86% overlap with the initial state Ψ(x, 0) shown as an empty envelope curve in the fourth panel.

Ψ-dependent operation such that ÛΨΨ = Ψ∗ can exist
and below we explicitly construct such an operation for
a system of qubits. To that end, one has to design a su-
persystem that is external with respect to the system of
interest and which is capable to implement the purpose-
ful manipulating on the given system. In nature, in the
simplest case of a single particle, the role of such a super-
system can be taken up, for example, by the fluctuating
electromagnetic field. To gain an insight into how this
works, let us consider a wave packet corresponding to the
particle with the square energy dispersion, ε = p2/2m,
where p is the particle momentum and m is the particle
mass, propagating in space, see Fig. 1. The electromag-
netic field is assumed to be predominantly weak except
for rare fluctuations. Thus, the spreading of the wave
packet is coherent. At large times τ the wave packet
spreads as

Ψ(x, τ) ' f(xm/~τ)√
2π~τ/m

eimx
2/2~τ , (1)

where f(q) Fourier image of the initial spatial wave
function. The phase of Ψ changes as a result of the
action of the fast fluctuation of an external potential,
i.e. with the potential that changes on the times much
shorter than the characteristic time of the phase change.
To set the fluctuation that complex conjugates Ψ, let
us divide the coordinate space into a large number of
the elemental cells δxn where a wave function’s phase
ϕ(x, τ) changes slowly and look for a fast electromag-
netic potential fluctuation V (x, t) which is smooth on
the cell’s scale and reverts the phase of the wave func-
tion:

∫
dt eV (xn, t)/~ = −2ϕ(xn, τ). If during the τ

the wave packet (1) has spread from the size L0 to the
size Lτ = ~τ/mL0, it would require N ∼ ε−1/2(Lτ/L0)
elementary cells to approximately revert the quantum

state Ψ(x, τ) → Ψ̃∗(x, τ) with the probability 1 − ε:

|〈Ψ̃∗(x, τ)|Ψ∗(x, τ)〉|2 = 1− ε, see Appendix A. Then the
probability of the spontaneous reversal, i.e. the proba-
bility of the appearance of the required electromagnetic
potential fluctuation, estimates as 2−N . Now we deter-
mine the typical time scale τ on which the spontaneous
time reversal of a wave-packet can still occur within the
universe lifetime tU ∼ 4.3 × 1017 sec. The latter is ob-
tained from the estimate 2−N ' τ/tU , where the number
of cells N ∼ ε−1/2 (〈E〉τ/~) is expressed through the av-
erage particle energy 〈E〉 = ~2/mL2

0. As a typical aver-
age energy of the wave-packet we take the energy corre-
sponding to the current universe temperature 2.72 K and
arrive at τ ' 6 × 10−11 sec. One thus sees that even in
the discussed simplest possible example of a single quan-
tum particle the time reversal is already a daunting task
where even with the GHz rate of attempts, the required
fluctuation is not observable within the universe lifetime.

Now we consider a more complex example and
demonstrate that a separable state Ψ(x1, x2) =
|ψ1(x1)ψ2(x2)| eiϕ1(x1)+iϕ2(x2) of two particles can not
be reverted by classical field fluctuations in the case
where particle’s wave functions overlap. Let all parti-
cles have the same electric charge q and interact with
a classical electric potential v(x, t). The potential fluc-
tuations produce phase shifts

∫
dt qv(x, t)/~. Accord-

ingly the proper fluctuations capable to reverse the quan-
tum state should satisfy the condition ϕ1(x1) +ϕ2(x2) +∫
dt [qv(x1, t) + qv(x2, t)]/~ = −ϕ1(x1) − ϕ2(x2). For

x1 = x2 it implies
∫
dt qv(x, t)/~ = −ϕ1(x)− ϕ2(x), and

therefore at x1 6= x2 one has to satisfy the condition
ϕ2(x2) + ϕ1(x1) = ϕ2(x1) + ϕ1(x2) which, in general,
does not hold.

Quantum entanglement introduces the next level of
complexity for the time-reversal procedure. Consider
a two-particle state Ψ(x1, x2) = |Ψ(x1, x2)|eiϕ(x1,x2)
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with the non-separable phase function ϕ(x1, x2) =
a1(x1)b1(x2) + a2(x1)b2(x2). In this situation even for
the non-overlapping particles with Ψ(x1, x2) = 0 for
x1 = x2 the two-particle state can not be reversed by
an interaction with classical fields. Let one access the
particles by different fields which induce separate phase
shifts Ψ(x1, x2)→ Ψ(x1, x2)eiφ1(x1)+iφ2(x2). The induced
phase shifts should satisfy the relation: φ1(x1)+φ2(x2) =
−2ϕ(x1, x2), therefore for any three points x1 6= x2 6= x3

the following conditions should hold

φ1(x1) + φ2(x2) = −2
[
a1(x1)b1(x2) + a2(x1)b2(x2)

]
,

φ1(x1) + φ2(x3) = −2
[
a1(x1)b1(x3) + a2(x1)b2(x3)

]
.

Subtracting these relations one gets φ2(x2) − φ2(x3) =
−2a1(x1)[b1(x2)−b1(x3)]−2a2(x1)[b2(x2)−b2(x3)] where
the left hand side does not depend on x1 and there-
fore one has to assume a1 and a2 to be constant. This,
however, contradicts the non-separability assumption for
ϕ(x1, x2).

An entangled two-particle state with a non-separable
phase function can naturally emerge as a result of scatter-
ing of two localized wave-packets.12 However, as we have
seen, the generation of the time-reversed state, where
a particle gets disentangled in the course of its forward
time evolution, requires specific two-particle operations
which, in general, cannot be reduced to a simple two-
particle scattering.

From the above consideration we can draw important
conclusions about the origin of the arrow of time:

(i) For the time reversal one needs a supersystem ma-
nipulating the system in question. In the most of
the cases, such a supersystem cannot spontaneously
emerge in nature.

(ii) Even if such a supersystem would emerge for some
specific situation, the corresponding spontaneous
time reversal typically requires times exceeding the
universe lifetime.

A matter-of-course supersystem of that kind is imple-
mented by the so-called universal quantum computer. It
is capable to efficiently simulate unitary dynamics of any
physical system endowed with local interactions.13 A sys-
tem’s state is encoded into the quantum state of the com-
puter’s qubit register and its evolution is governed by the
quantum program, a sequence of the universal quantum
gates applied to the qubit register. In what follows, we
first formulate general principles of constructing time-
reversal algorithms on quantum computers and, in the
next section, present a practical implementation of a few-
qubit algorithm that enabled experimental time reversal
procedure on the IBM quantum computer.

III. GENERAL TIME REVERSAL
ALGORITHMS

Consider a quantum system initially prepared in the
state Ψ(t = 0) and let it evolve during the time τ into

the state Ψ(τ) = e−iĤτ/~Ψ(0). Let us find a minimal
size of a qubit register needed to simulate the dynamics
of a system Ψ(0)→ Ψ(τ) with a given fidelity 1− ε. Let
us choose a finite set of time instances ti ∈ [0, τ ], i =
0, . . .N ′ subject to a condition |〈Ψ(ti)|Ψ(ti+1〉)|2 = 1− ε
with t0 = 0 for some small ε > 0. Then at any time
instant t ∈ [0, τ ] a state Ψ(t) can be approximated by
the discrete set of states {Ψ(ti), i = 0, . . . ,N ′} with the
fidelity 1− ε. The set of states {Ψ(ti)} spans the Hilbert
subspace S of the dimension N ≤ N ′. Therefore, N
basis vectors |ei〉 ∈ S can be represented byN orthogonal

states of the qubit register, |ei〉 → |~bi〉 ≡ |b0b1 . . .〉. The

corresponding qubit Hamiltonian Ĥ which mimics the
original Hamiltonian Ĥ is then defined by the relation

(Ĥ)ij ≡ 〈~bi|Ĥ|~bj〉 = 〈ei|Ĥ|ej〉.
Below we introduce two encoding procedures |ei〉 →
|~bi〉. In the first, sparse coding approach, one assigns
a separate qubit to each state |ei〉, i ∈ [0,N − 1] and
encodes the state ψ(τ) into the N -qubit state |ψ〉 =∑N−1
i=0 ψi |00 . . . 1i . . . 0N−1〉. The second approach is a

dense coding scheme where one records the state ψ(τ)
into a state of n = int[log2(N )] + 1 qubits |ψ〉 =∑N−1
i=0 ψi |i〉, where |i〉 ≡ |b0 . . . bn−1〉 is a computational

basis state corresponding a binary representation of the
number i =

∑n−1
k=0 bk2n−1−k.

A time-reversal operation R̂ of the qubit register can
be presented as a product R̂ = ÛRK̂ of the complex con-
jugation operator K̂, K̂(ψi|i〉) ≡ ψ∗i |i〉, and some unitary

operator ÛR, whose form is defined by the Hamiltonian

Ĥ, ÛR = Û†H Û
∗
H , where Ĥ = Û†Hdiag{E1 . . . En}ÛH ,

see Appendix B. Therefore, in order to implement the
time-reversal operation R̂ one needs to know the Hamil-
tonian Ĥ explicitly. Note, that quantum computer is
able to simulate unitary dynamics governed by an ar-
bitrary Hamiltonian including those that do not corre-
spond any physical system (for example, some non-local
Hamiltonian). It is known, that the joint transformation
of the charge conjugation, parity inversion, and time re-
versal is considered as an exact symmetry of all known
laws of physics, and, therefore, the qubit Hamiltonian
Ĥ, which corresponds to a real physical system, has to
honor this symmetry as well. Therefore, the unitary op-
eration describing evolution of the physical system ÛR is
generally known and represents a transformation which
is inherited from the time-reversal symmetry of the orig-
inal Hamiltonian Ĥ. In particular, if the qubit Hamilto-
nian Ĥ is real, then the corresponding evolution operator

Û(τ) = e−iĤτ/~ is symmetric that entails ÛR = 1.

In the following we assume the unitary ÛR to be known
and focus on the unitary implementation of a complex
conjugation operation K̂, K̂ → Ûψ. In particular, we
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quantify a complexity of such implementation as a num-
ber of elementary quantum gates or/and auxiliary qubits

needed to implement Ûψ. For a sparse coding scheme,
the complex conjugation of the N -qubit state |ψ〉 =∑N−1
i=0 |ψi|eiϕi |00 . . . 1i . . . 0N−1〉 can be accomplished by

the unitary operation Û
(1)
ψ =

∏N−1
i=0 ⊗T̂i(−2ϕi) where

T̂i(ϕ) is the single qubit operation: T̂i(ϕ)|0i〉 = |0i〉
and T̂i(ϕ)|1i〉 = eiϕ|1i〉. Consequently, the sparse cod-
ing scheme does not require the most “expensive” two-
qubit gates at all but do require a large number N of
qubits. For the dense coding scheme the situation is
the opposite: this scheme involves only a logarithmi-
cally smaller number n of qubits but instead requires
implementation of 2n n-qubit conditional phase shift

operations: K̂ → Û
(2)
ψ =

∑2n−1
j=0 |j〉〈j|e−2iϕj which

add proper phases to each component of the state |ψ〉:
Û

(2)
ψ |ψ〉 = |ψ∗〉. Therefore, Û

(2)
ψ must involve two-qubit

gates, i.e. conditional-NOT (CNOT) gates. We quantify
the complexity of the dense coding scheme by a num-
ber N⊕ of CNOT gates needed to implement it. Each

phase shift operation Φ̂i(ϕ) ≡ |i〉〈i|eiϕ can be build with
the help of n − 1 ancillary qubits and 2(n − 1) Tof-
foli gates, as shown in Fig. 2(a). In total, it requires

N⊕[Û
(2)
ψ ] = 12(n − 1)2n ∼ 12N log2(N) CNOT gates.

However, a proper arrangement of Φ̂i operations shown
in Fig. 2(b) can reduce this number to be linear in N :
N⊕ ∼ 24N , see Appendix C. We thus arrive at the con-
clusion: The number of elementary operations needed for
the exact time reversal procedure of the dynamics of a
quantum system which on course its evolution sweeps a
Hilbert space of a dimension N is bounded from above by
some number O(N ).

IV. TIME REVERSAL EXPERIMENT

Now we are equipped to carry out an experiment imple-
menting two- and three-qubit time-reversal procedures
utilizing the public IBM quantum computer. We model
a one dimensional particle scattering on a two-level im-
purity (TLI). The dynamics of the impurity is governed

by a Hamiltonian, Ĥi = ~ω
(
cosα σ̂z + sinα σ̂x

)
. The

scattering potential seen by the particle depends on the
state of the TLS. The corresponding scattering operator
has the form Ŝψ = |0〉〈0|⊗ Ŝ0 + |1〉〈1|⊗ Ŝ1, where Ŝ0 and

Ŝ1 are symmetric unitary scattering matrices of the TLI
in a state |0〉 or |1〉.

This scattering problem is modeled by the evolution
of the qubit register Ûnbit|qi〉 ⊗

(
|q1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |qn〉

)
, where

|qi〉 qubit describes the state of the TLI and the remain-
ing qubits describe the state of scattered particles. The
basis states |0i〉 and |1i〉, i = 1, . . . n correspond to the
left and right incoming/outgoing states of the ith par-
ticle. We consider the processes in which one or two
incoming particles are scattered on the freely evolving
TLI. The corresponding 2-qubit and 3-qubit evolution

operators have the form: Û2bit = Ûi(τ) · Ŝ(1)
ψ · Ûi(τ)

and Û3bit = Ûi(τ) · Ŝ(2)
ψ · Ûi(τ) · Ŝ(1)

ψ · Ûi(τ), where

Ûi(τ) = e−iĤiτ/~ describes the free evolution of the TLI,

and Ŝ
(i)
ψ , i = 1, 2 is the scattering operator for the ith

particle. The corresponding quantum circuits realizing
Û2bit and Û3bit are shown on Figs. 2(c) and 2(e), see the
details in Appendix D.

The 2-qubit scattering model is endowed with the sym-
metric evolution operator Û2bit and, therefore, its time
reversal requires only the complex conjugation operation
R̂ = K̂. At variance, the evolution operator Û3bit of
the 3-qubit model is non symmetric and its time reversal
requires an additional unitary rotation R̂ = ÛRK̂. It fol-
lows from the relation SWAP12 · Û3bit · SWAP12 = Û t3bit,
where SWAP12|q1〉⊗ |q2〉 = |q2〉⊗ |q1〉 is the swap opera-

tion, that the required unitary operation ÛR = SWAP12.

According to the results of the Sec. III, the unitary
implementation of the complex conjugation for a 2- or 3-
qubit register will require 48 or 144 CNOT gates. These
numbers are beyond of the present capability of the IBM
public quantum computer due to the finite error rate 1.5–
2.5% of its CNOT gates. Here we utilize an alternative to
Sec. III approach (see Appendix D for details), which is
based on the arithmetic representation of the n-bit AND
Boolean function,14

b0 ∧ b1 ∧ . . . ∧ bn−1 =
1

2n−1

(∑
i1

bi1 −
∑
i1<i2

bi1 ⊕ bi2

+
∑

i1<i2<i3

bi1 ⊕ bi2 ⊕ bi3 + . . .

+ (−1)n−1b0 ⊕ . . .⊕ bn−1

)
. (2)

This approach is more efficient at small n since it does not
need an ancillary qubits at all and requires (n − 1)2n−1

CNOT gates for the complex conjugation of an arbitrary
n-qubit state that wins over the approach discussed in
Sec. III for n ≤ 48. In particular, at n = 2 and 3 one
needs only two or eight CNOT gates, respectively. The
corresponding 2- and 3-qubit quantum circuits are shown
on Figs. 2(c) and 2(f).

The time-reversal experiment runs in several steps:
(i) the qubit register that is initially set into the state
|ψ(0)〉 = |0 . . . 0〉 accomplishes the forward time unitary

evolution |ψ0〉 → |ψ1〉 = Ûnbit|ψ0〉. Next, (ii′) the uni-

tary complex conjugation operation K̂ = Ûψ is applied

|ψ1〉 → |ψ∗1〉 = Ûψ|ψ1〉 followed by (ii′′) the unitary trans-

formation ÛR, |ψ∗1〉 → |R̂ψ1〉 = ÛR|ψ∗1〉. As a result, the

time-reversed state |R̂ψ1〉 is generated. Finally, at step
(iii) one applies the same forward time unitary evolution

|R̂ψ1〉 → |ψ̃0〉 = Ûnbit|R̂ψ1〉 and measures the resulting
state of the register in the computational basis. In prac-
tice, the step 2′′ is only needed for the 3-qubit model
where ÛR = SWAP12 requires three additional CNOT
gates. In order to save this number of CNOTs we re-
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Figure 2. Circuits realizing time reversal and the results of modeling. (a) Quantum circuit that realizes the state-selective phase

shift operation Φ̂k=6 for a component |0110〉. The circuit involves three types of gates: 1-qubit NOT gate X̂|b〉 = |b⊕1〉, 1-qubit

unitary rotation T̂ (−2ϕk)[|0〉+ a|1〉] = |0〉+ ae−2iϕk |1〉, and 3-qubit Toffoli gate which reverts the state of the last target qubit

if and only if two first control qubits are both set to |1〉: Λ̂2|11〉⊗|b〉 = |11〉⊗|b⊕1〉. The first three Toffoli gates set the ancillary
qubit c2 into |1〉 if and only if the qubit register is set to the |0110〉 state and the last three Toffoli gates restore the original
state |b0b1b2b3〉⊗ |000〉. (b) The quantum circuit with the optimal Toffoli gate arrangement which conjugates four components:
|1111〉, |1110〉, |1101〉 and |1100〉. The circuit is partitioned into several nested blocks (subroutines) A11?? ⊃ A111?, the question
marks standing for an unknown bit value. The first-level block (blue) A111? conjugates only computational states where three
senior qubits |b0b1b2〉 are all set to |1〉. The next-level block (red) A11?? contains as a subroutine the block A111? and conjugates
all components |b0b1〉 = |11〉. (c) and (e) The quantum circuits which model the scattering process of one or two particles

(qubit lines q0 and q1) on the two level impurity (qubit line q2). Unitary operations Ûi (red boxes) describe free evolution of
the TLI during the time τ . Remaining operations simulate the particle’s scattering: the group of 1-qubit gates (blue or yellow

boxes) combined with the two CNOT gates implements the scattering operator Ŝψ for the q1 or q0 particle. The parameters

of the gates are adjusted in the specific way: T̂2|1〉 ⊗ Û2σ̂xÛ1σ̂xT̂1|q〉 = |1〉 ⊗ Ŝ2S
†
1 |q〉 and T̂ †2 |1〉 ⊗ Û2Û1T̂1|q〉 = |1〉 ⊗ |q〉, ??ee

Appendix C. (d,f) The 2- and 3-qubit quantum circuits realizing the exact complex conjugation procedure. A single qubit gate

TXTX(ϕ, ϕ̄) ≡ T̂ (ϕ)σ̂xT̂ (ϕ̄)σ̂x performs a phase shift of a qubit components: TXTX(ϕ, ϕ̄)(a|0i〉+ b|1i〉) = aeiϕ̄|0i〉+ beiϕ|1i〉,
i = 0, 1, 3. The gates TXTX combined properly with the CNOT gates perform the controlled phase shifts associated with
the single-qubit (bi, b̄i, i = 0, 1, 2) (green boxes), two-qubit (bi ⊕ bj , bi ⊕ bj , i, j = 0, 1, 2, i < j) (blue boxes) and three-qubit
(b0 ⊕ b1 ⊕ b2, b0 ⊕ b1 ⊕ b2) logical term (red box) in the Eq. (2). (g) Realization of the 2 or 3-qubit time reversal experiment
performed on the IBM public quantum computer. The histogram shows (in percents) the appearance rates of the computational
basis states obtained by the 8192 independent runs of the experiment.

place the forward evolution operator Û3bit at step (iii) by

the new evolution operation obtained from Û3bit via the
physical interchange of two particle qubits, rather than
to implement the SWAP12 operation at step (ii′′).

At the end of the experiment, the above time rever-
sal experiment sets the qubit register again into the ini-
tial state |0 . . . 0〉 with the probability unity, provided all

quantum gates are prefect and no decoherence and re-
laxation processes are present. The exemplary outcome
probabilities Pij = |〈bibj |ψ̃0〉|2 and Pijk = |〈bibjbk|ψ̃0〉|2,
i, j, k = 0, 1 obtained in a real experiment for the 2- and
3-qubit models are shown on the Fig. 2(g). One can see
that the probability for observing the correct final state
|0 . . . 0〉 is less than 100% and for 2- and 3-qubit exper-
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iment are given by 85.3 ± 0.4% and 49.1 ± 0.6% corre-
spondingly. This considerable distinction from the per-
fect scenario comes from the three main sources: (i) the
finite coherence time T2 of qubits, (ii) the errors of CNOT
gates, and (iii) the readout errors of the final state of the
qubit register.

The observed outcome probabilities were obtained af-
ter 8192 runs of each experiment at the same state of
the ‘ibmqx4’ 5-qubit quantum processor, see details in
Appendix F. For the 2-qubit experiment two processor’s
qubit lines q1 and q2 with the coherence times 41.0µs
and 43.5µs and readout errors εr1 = 3.3% and εr2 = 2.9%
were involved. For the 3-qubit experiment, the additional
q0 qubit line with T2 = 39.4µs and the readout error
εr0 = 4.8% was used. The 2-qubit experiment requires
six CNOTq2,q1 gates with the gate error εg21 = 2.786%,
while the 3-qubit experiment acquires, in addition, six
CNOTq2,q0 and four CNOTq1,q0 gates with the corre-
sponding gate errors εg20 = 2.460% and εg10 = 1.683%.
This numbers give us a rough estimate of the net error
rate for each experiment: ε2bit = 1 − (1 − εg21)6(1 −
εr1)(1 − εr2) ≈ 15.6% and ε3bit = 1 − (1 − εg21)6(1 −
εg20)6(1− εg10)4(1− εr0)(1− εr1)(1− εr2) ≈ 34.4%. One
can see, that while this estimate agrees with an observed
error of a 2-qubit experiment, the error probability for
the 3-qubit experiment is underestimated. We argue that
a time duration of a single 3-qubit experiment is about
7.5µs is comparable with T2 times, while a single 2-qubit
experiment takes less time about 3µs. Hence, the deco-
herence effects are more prominent in a 3-qubit experi-
ment that might explain the underestimated value of the
3-qubit time-reversal experiment. The more experimen-
tal data for the different system parameters and processor
states are discussed in Appendix F.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Our findings break ground for investigations of the
time reversal and the backward time flow in real quan-
tum systems. One of the challenging directions to pur-
sue, is the time dependence of the reversal complexity
N of an evolving quantum state. In our work, we have
shown that an isolated d-dimensional quantum particle
with quadratic spectrum exhibits a polynomial complex-
ity growth N (τ) = τd. Uncovering the N (τ) dependence
for realistic situations, accounting for the interactions
will establish a mechanism and the corresponding time-
scale on which time-reversed states can spontaneously
emerge. Another fundamental question is whether it is
possible at all to design a quantum algorithm that would
perform time-reversal more efficiently than using O(N )
elementary gates? So far, our time-reversal schemes were
scrolling one by one through the state components but
did not exploit a quantum parallelism in its full power.
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Appendix A: Wave-packet reversal complexity

Let a charged particle have one dimensional wave function ψ(x) ≡
√
p(x)eiϕ(x). Consider a fluctuating electro-

magnetic field potential V (x, t) of the electromagnetic field which is approximated by the N -cell stepwise function

V (x, t) =
∑N
n=1 In(x)V (xn, t), where In(x) is an indicator function of the cell with the index n. Let us assume that

during the short time interval a relatively strong non-homogenous fluctuation has emerged and the wave packet ψ(x)

acquires the coordinate dependent phase shift ψ(x) → ψ̃(x) = ψ(x) exp(i
∑
n In(x)φn), where φn =

∫
dt eV (xn, t)/~.

Consider then the specific fluctuation with φn(x) = −2ϕ(xn) which drives the original wave packet ψ(x) into its

approximate complex conjugated form ψ̃∗(x). The accuracy of such a conjugation procedure is defined through the

overlap of the exact conjugated state ψ∗(x) with the approximate conjugated state ψ̃∗(x), S = 〈ψ∗(x)|ψ̃∗(x)〉,

S =

∞∑
n=1

∫
dx In(x)p(x) e2i(ϕ(x)−ϕ(xn)). (A1)

Then the probability of the correct reversion is given by |S|2. Assuming that the particle density p(x) changes slowly
on the scale of large fluctuations of the particle phase ϕ(x) one arrives at

|S|2 ≈ 1− 1

3

N∑
n=1

p(xn)δxn
[
ϕ′(xn)δxn

]2
, (A2)

for the sufficiently small δxn of the cells defined through the condition g(xn) ≡ ϕ′(xn)δxn � 1. Then the error
probability ε of the incorrect conjugation of the wavepacket is given by |S|2 = 1 − ε and in the continuous limit one
has

ε =
1

3

∫
dx p(x) g2(x). (A3)

Let us now find the number of cells N needed to approximate the electromagnetic field complex conjugation procedure
with a given error probability level ε. From the definition g(x) = ϕ′(x)δx one has

N =

∫
dx
|ϕ′(x)|
g(x)

. (A4)

Minimizing the functional N [g(x)] under the constraint Eq. (A3) one finds

N =
(λ3(ψ)

3ε

)1/2

, λ(ψ) ≡
∫
dx
(
|ψ(x)|2[φ′(x)]2

)1/3
. (A5)

Generalization of the above result to a d-dimensional case is straightforward

Nd = λ(ψ)
(λ(ψ)

3ε

)d/2
, λ(ψ) =

∫
dd~x

(
|ψ(~x)|2~∇2ϕ(~x)

)d/(d+2)
. (A6)

Applying these results to the wave packet given by the Eq. (1), one obtains λ(Ψ) ∼ (~τ/m)2/3
∫
dx(f2(x)x2)1/3. We

assume that initially at τ = 0 the wave packet has the size L0, so that f2(k) ∼ L0 for |k| ≤ 1/L0 and, therefore,
λ(Ψ) ∼ (Lτ/L0)2/3 where Lτ = ~τ/mL0 is the size of the wave packet after the free evolution during the time
τ . Therefore, the number of the elementary cells needed to arrange the electromagnetic potential fluctuation which
reverses the dynamics of a one dimensional wave packet is linear in τ since N ∼ ε−1/2 Lτ/L0, see also Ref. 15. For a
d-dimensional wave packet the number of cells grows polynomially with τ as N ∼ ε−d/2 (Lτ/L0)d.

Appendix B: Reversal of the qubit register dynamics

Let the forward time dynamics of the n-qubit register state |ψ(t)〉 =
∑N−1
i=0 ψi(t)|i〉 be governed by the Hamiltonian

Ĥ, i~∂t|ψ(t)〉 = Ĥ|ψ(t)〉. The time-reversal symmetry of the Schrödinger equation implies that if there is a forward
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time solution |ψ(t)〉 then the backward time solution |ψ̃(t)〉

− i~|ψ̃(t)〉 = Ĥ|ψ̃(t)〉 (B1)

also exists and is uniquely defined through the forward time solution via the time-reversal operation R̂ such that
|ψ̃(t)〉 = R̂|ψ(t)〉. The time-reversal operation R̂ is an anti-unitary operation: 〈R̂ψ1|R̂ψ2〉 = 〈ψ1|ψ2〉∗ and can be

presented as a product R̂ = ÛRK̂ of some unitary operator ÛR and the complex conjugation operation K̂ which we
define with respect to the computational basis |i〉 of the qubit register as

K̂
(∑

i

ψi|i〉
)

=
∑
i

ψ∗i |i〉. (B2)

Substituting |ψ̃(t)〉 = ÛRK̂|ψ(t)〉 into Eq. (B1) one finds

i~∂t|ψ(t)〉 =
(
Û†RĤÛR

)∗|ψ(t)〉, (B3)

and therefore the unitary operation ÛR has to satisfy a relation,

Ĥ =
(
Û†RĤÛR

)∗
. (B4)

The relation (B4) defines the unitary ÛR. Indeed, the hermitian operator Ĥ can be represented in a form Ĥ = Û†HÊÛH ,

where Ê is a real diagonal operator and ÛH is unitary. Then it follows from the Eq. (B4)

ÛR = Û†H Û
∗
H . (B5)

The forward time evolution operator Û(τ) = e−iĤτ/~ applied to the time reversed state |ψ̃(τ)〉 drives it into the new
state

Û(τ)|ψ̃(τ)〉 = R̂|ψ(0)〉. (B6)

Indeed,

Û(τ)|ψ̃(τ)〉 ≡ e−iĤτ/~ ÛR K̂ e−iĤτ/~ |ψ(0)〉

= e−iĤτ/~ eiÛRĤ
∗Û†Rτ/~ R̂ |ψ(0)〉. (B7)

Making use of the explicit form of the ÛR operator, see Eq. (B5), one has ÛRĤ
tÛ†R = Ĥ that proves Eq. (B6).

Therefore, in order to restore the original state |ψ(0)〉 from the time-evolved state |ψ(τ)〉 one has to apply the
following sequence of operations

|ψ(0)〉 = R̂−1Û(τ)R̂ |ψ(τ)〉. (B8)

Appendix C: Optimal phase shifts arrangement

Here we outline an optimal arrangement of the state selective phase shift operations Φ̂i(ϕ) = |i〉〈i|eiϕ entering the

complex conjugation operation Ûψ =
∏2n−1
i=0 Φ̂i(−2ϕi) for the qubit state |ψ〉 =

∑2n−1
i=0 |ψi|eiϕi |i〉. Let us consider

2k−2 operations Φ̂k with index k having the same values of two highest bits b0 = b1 = 1: k(k′) = 2n−1 + 2n−2 +

k′, k′ = 0, . . . , 2n−2 − 1. Then in the product
∏2n−2−1
k′=0 Φ̂k(−2ϕk) one needs to check the values of the bits b0

and b1 only once, and this reduces the number of Toffoli gates. This recipe can be recursively repeated for the
next lower bits b2, b3 and so on, see Fig. 2(b). Then the resulting quantum circuit comprises the sequence of
nested blocks or subroutines A11b2...bn−1

⊃ A111b3...bn−1
⊃ . . . ⊃ A1...1bn−1

where each subroutine A1...1bm...bn−1

performs the controlled phase shift on all components |k〉 with first m highest bits equal to 1. As follows from
the Fig. 2(b), the subroutine A11...bm...bn−1

involves two subroutines of the next lower level A11...1bm+1...bn−1
and

A11...0bm+1...bn−1
, and two additional Toffoli gates that are needed to check the value of the bit bm+1. Therefore, the

number of Toffoli gates NΛ2
[A11...1bm...bn−1

] needed for the implementation of the subroutine A11...1bm...bn−1
obeys

the relation NΛ2
[A11...1bm...bn−1

] = 2 + 2NΛ2
[A11...1bm+1...bn−1

] with the boundary condition NΛ2
[A11...1bn−1

] = 2, that
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gives NΛ2
[A11b2...bn−1

] = 2n − 2. The full n-qubit complex conjugation procedure Û
(2)
ψ involves four different qubit

subroutines A00b2...bn−1
, A01b2...bn−1

and so on. This, finally, yields NΛ2
[Û

(2)
ψ ] = 4(2n − 2) and hence N⊕[Û

(2)
ψ ] =

24(2n − 2) ∼ 24N .

Appendix D: Boolean function time-reversal algorithm

Here we describe the time-reversal procedure of a qubit register based on the arithmetic representation of a n-qubit
Boolean function,

bn−1 ∧ bn−2 ∧ . . . ∧ b0 =

{
1, b0 = b1 = . . . = bn−1 = 1,
0, overwise.

(D1)

We find the minimal number of CNOT gates needed for the implementation of this procedure. Let us start with the
two-qubit situation where one wishes to reverse the general two-qubit state |ψ2〉 = eiϕ00 |00〉+ eiϕ01 |01〉+ eiϕ10 |10〉+
eiϕ11 |11〉. This requires to implement the complex conjugation procedure, which for a given state can be realized by
the two-qubit unitary operation

K̂2 =
∑

b0,b1=0,1

e−2iϕb1b0 |b1b0〉〈b1b0| ≡ e−2iF̂ (b1,b0), (D2)

where F̂ (b1, b0) is the two-qubit Boolean function of the form

F̂ (b1, b0) = ϕ00 b̄1 ∧ b̄0 + ϕ10 b1 ∧ b̄0 + ϕ01 b̄1 ∧ b0 + ϕ11 b1 ∧ b0, (D3)

and b̄i denotes the logical negation of the bit bi, b̄i = NOT(bi). Making use of the arithmetic representation of b1∧ b0,
see Eq. (2), one finds

F̂ (b1, b0) =
ϕ01 + ϕ11

2
b0 +

ϕ10 + ϕ00

2
b̄0 +

ϕ10 + ϕ11

2
b1 +

ϕ01 + ϕ10

2
b̄1 −

ϕ00 + ϕ11

2
b1 ⊕ b0 −

ϕ10 + ϕ01

2
b1 ⊕ b0, (D4)

where b1 ⊕ b0 denotes a bit summation by modulo 2,

b1 ⊕ b0 =

{
0, b0 = b1,
1, b0 6= b1.

(D5)

The first four terms in the Eq. (D4) correspond to the one-qubit state dependent phase shifts and can be realized
only via the single-qubit gates

T̂ (α) =

(
1 0
0 eiα

)
, X̂ =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, (D6)

available on the public IBM quantum computer. The last two-qubit terms in Eq. (D4) will require two-qubit CNOT

gates. The overall quantum circuit which realizes the unitary operation e−2iF̂ (b1,b0) is described by the following
sequence of unitary operations

e−2iF̂ (b1,b0) = CNOT0,1 ·
[
TXTX1(ϕ00 + ϕ11, ϕ10 + ϕ01)⊗ 10

]
· CNOT0,1

·
[
TXTX1(−ϕ10 − ϕ11,−ϕ00 − ϕ01)⊗ TXTX0(−ϕ01 − ϕ11,−ϕ10 − ϕ00)

]
, (D7)

where TXTXi(ϕ, ϕ̄) ≡ T̂i(ϕ)X̂iT̂i(ϕ̄)X̂i is a single-qubit unitary operation which adds specified phase shifts to the
state components of the ith qubit: TXTXi(ϕ, ϕ̄)(a|0i〉 + b|1i〉) = aeiϕ̄|0i〉 + beiϕ|1i〉. The corresponding quantum
circuit is shown in the Fig. 2(d) and involves only two CNOT0,1 gates, where |b0〉 qubit serves as control bit and |b1〉
as a target.

The above two-qubit complex conjugation procedure can be further extended onto a general n-qubit state. As
follows from the Eq. (2), the quantum circuit performing complex conjugation of a given n-qubit state requires

(
n
2

)
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Figure 3. The quantum circuit which implements the four-qubit quantum gate CTXTX0123. One can check that for any
computational basis state |b3b2b1b0〉 the state of the elder bit b3 is given by b0 ⊕ b1 ⊕ b2 ⊕ b3 right after the first ladder CNOT
gates. The remaining symmetric half of CNOT gates is required in order to restore the original quantum state of the qubit
register.

two-qubit operations,

CTXTXi1i2(ϕ, ϕ̄) ≡
{
T̂i2(ϕ), bi1 ⊕ bi2 = 1

T̂i2(ϕ̄), bi1 ⊕ bi2 = 0
, 1 ≤ i1 < i2 ≤ n, (D8)

(
n
3

)
three-qubit operations,

CTXTXi1i2i3(ϕ, ϕ̄) ≡
{
T̂i3(ϕ), bi1 ⊕ bi2 ⊕ bi3 = 1

T̂i3(ϕ̄), bi1 ⊕ bi2 ⊕ bi3 = 0
, 1 ≤ i1 < i2 ≤ i3 ≤ n, (D9)

and so on. The general n-qubit operation CTXTXi1...in(ϕ, ϕ̄), 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < . . . < in is implemented with the help
of 2(n − 1) CNOT gates as shown on the Fig. 3. Therefore, one might conclude that in total 2

∑n
k=2(k − 1)

(
n
k

)
=

2n(n− 2) + 2 CNOT gates are required in order to implement a n-qubit time-reversal procedure.

However, the number of the CNOT gates can be reduced as far as some of operators CTXTXi1i2... can be grouped
together. Consider, for example, the unitary operation CTXTX12 · CTXTX123. Its straightforward implementation
requires 4+2 CNOT gates. A more savvy arrangement is shown in the Fig. 2(f). There the computational state of the
second qubit b1 right after the first CNOT0,1 gate is given by b1 ⊕ b2. This enables one to implement the controlled
phase shift CXTXT01 right after the first CNOT0,1 operation. At this moment, one need not to restore the original
bit values b0 and b1 but rather to add the second CNOT1,2, set the third qubit b3 into the state b0 ⊕ b1 ⊕ b2, and
to implement the controlled phase shift CTXTX012. Hence the unitary operation CTXTX01 ·CTXTX012 will require
the same number of CNOT gates as the operation CTXTX012 alone. As a result, the complex conjugation operation
of a given 3-qubit state can be implemented using only 8 CNOT gates as shown in Fig. 2(f).

The above CNOT optimization technique can be easily generalized to a n-qubit case. Consider a product
CTXTXi1i2 · CTXTXi1i2i3 · CTXTXi1i2i3i4 . . . · CTXTXi1i2i3i4...in where a sequence of nested strings of the qubit
indices i1i2 ⊂ i1i2i3 ⊂ . . . ⊂ i1i2i3i4 . . . in are formed by adding an additional index to the right hand side of a
previous string. Then the implementation of this product requires the same number of CNOT gates as the largest
CTXTXi1i2i3i4...in factor of the product. This observation lets us find a number of CNOT gates N⊕[K̂n] needed to

implement the complex conjugation unitary operation K̂n of a given n-qubit state.

Let us assume that N⊕[K̂n−1] for a n− 1 qubit register b1 . . . bn−1 is known. Let us add an additional qubit line b0
and find how many additional operations CTXTX(i1i2 . . .) one needs in order to complete the complex conjugation
task for n-qubit register b0 . . . bn−1. Obviously any such additional operation CTXTXs has its parameter string
s = i1 . . . ik starting from the index 0, i.e. i1 = 0. Consider for example n = 4 case. Then there are seven additional
operations,

CTXTX0123 · CTXTX012 · CTXT013 · CTXTX02 · CTXTX01 · CTXTX02 · CTXTX03. (D10)

Making an optimization procedure one can group these operations as(
CTXTX01 · CTXTX012 · CTXTX0123

)
·
(
CTXTX02 · CTXTX023

)
· CTXTX013 · CTXTX03, (D11)

and hence

N⊕
[
K̂4] = N⊕

[
CTXTX0123

]
+N⊕

[
CTXTX023

]
+N⊕

[
CTXTX013

]
+N⊕

[
CTXTX03

]
+N⊕

[
K̂3

]
, (D12)

where N⊕[CTXTXs] is the number of CNOT gates needed for the operation CTXTXs. One can note, that only
generalized operations CTXTXs with the inputs strings s = i1 . . . ik where first and last indices are equal to 0 and 3,
respectively are counted for the total number of the CNOT gates. Therefore, for a general case, the following relation
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holds

N⊕
[
K̂n

]
= N⊕

[
K̂n−1

]
+N⊕

[
CTXTX1n

]
+
∑

1<k1<n

N⊕
[
CTXTX1k1n

]
+

∑
1<k1<k2<n

N⊕
[
CTXTX1k1k2n

]
+ . . .+N⊕

[
CTXTX1...n

]
= N⊕

[
K̂n−1

]
+

n−2∑
k=0

2(k + 1)

(
n− 2

k

)
= N⊕

[
K̂n−1

]
+ n2n−2, (D13)

and, therefore,

N⊕
[
K̂n

]
= (n− 1)2n−1, n > 1. (D14)

Appendix E: Simulation of scattering on a two-level impurity

Here we discuss a spinless particle which scatters on a two-level impurity (TLI). The free dynamics of the TLI is
governed by a Hamiltonian

Ĥi = ~ω
(
cosα σ̂z + sinα σ̂x

)
. (E1)

The scattering process is described by the 2 × 2 scattering matrix Ŝi, i = 0, 1 whose form depends on the im-
purity state. The quantum state of the particle-impurity system can be described as the two-bit state |ψ〉 =∑
b0,b1=0,1Ab1b0 |b1〉 ⊗ |b0〉 where the first qubit describes the TLI and the second one describes the propagation

direction of an incoming/scattered particle. Let the system start in the state |ψ(0)〉 = |0〉⊗ |L〉 with the particle com-
ing from the left. Let after the time τ > 0 the particle be scattered on the TLI. The resulting state |ψ(τ)〉 is generated

by the sequence of unitary operations |ψ(τ)〉 = Ŝψ · [Ûi(τ) ⊗ 1]|ψ(0)〉, where the unitary operator Ûi(τ) ≡ e−iĤiτ/~

describes the free evolution of TLI and

Ŝψ = |0〉〈0| ⊗ Ŝ0 + |1〉〈1| ⊗ Ŝ1 (E2)

describes the state dependent scattering process of the incoming particle. The unitary operator Ûi(τ) =

e−iωτ(cosα σ̂x+sinα σ̂z) is symmetric. In the absence of the magnetic field, the scattering operator Ŝψ is symmetric
as well. Let the state freely evolve after the scattering at the t = τ during the same time period τ . Then the resulting
state |ψ(2τ)〉 = [Ûi(τ) ⊗ 1]|ψ(τ)〉 can be generated from the initial state |ψ(0)〉 by the symmetric 2-qubit unitary
operator

Û2bit =
[
Ûi(τ)⊗ 1

]
· Ŝψ ·

[
Ûi(τ)⊗ 1

]
. (E3)

Therefore, as we have already discussed in Appendix B, the time reversal procedure of the 2-qubit state |ψ(2τ)〉
requires only the unitary implementation of the complex conjugation operation |ψ(2τ)〉 → |ψ∗(2τ)〉.

Our goal is to implement the unitary operation Û2bit via the set of quantum gates available on the IBM public
quantum computer. The only available two-qubit gate is the CNOTbc,bt gate, where bc the qubit serves as a control
and bt qubit serves a target. Among the standard 1-qubit gates we will need two available generalized 1-qubit gates:
the relative phase shift gate T̂ (α), introduced in the Appendix D and the full 1-qubit unitary rotation

Û3(θ, α, β) ≡ T̂ (α) · R̂(θ) · T̂ (β), (E4)

where

R̂(θ) =

 cos
θ

2
− sin

θ

2

sin
θ

2
cos

θ

2

 . (E5)

Any 2 × 2 unitary matrix Û can be represented in the form (E4) up to some phase factor: Û = eiδÛ3(θ, α, β). In

particular, any symmetric 2 × 2 unitary matrix Û = Û t has the form eiδÛ3(θ, α, α + π). Therefore, a given set of
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matrices Ûi(τ), Ŝ0 and Ŝ1 entering into the definition of the model can be presented as

Ûi(τ) = eiδÛ3(ξ, η, η + π), (E6)

Ŝi = eiδiÛ3(θi, ϕi, ϕi + π), i = 0, 1. (E7)

The phase exponent eiφ gives only a trivial common phase factor for the system state and will be omitted in what
follows. Without any loss of generality we assume δ0 = 0 as well.

Next, let us construct the 2-qubit operation Ŝψ using as less CNOT gates as possible. It turns out that Ŝψ can be
constructed with the help of only two CNOT gates. Indeed,

Ŝψ =
(
|1〉〈1| ⊗ Ŝ1Ŝ

†
0 + |0〉〈0| ⊗ 1

)
·
[
1⊗ Ŝ0

]
≡ Λb1,b0(Ŝ1Ŝ

†
0) ·

[
1⊗ Ŝ0

]
, (E8)

where Λb1,b0(Ŵ ) is a controlled Ŵ -gate,

Λbc,bt(Ŵ )
(
|bc〉 ⊗ |bt〉

)
=

{
|bc〉 ⊗ Ŵ |bt〉, b1 = 1,
|bc〉 ⊗ |bt〉, b1 = 0.

(E9)

The unitary matrix Ŵ = Ŝ1Ŝ
†
0 ≡ eiδÛ3(θ, α, β) can be represented as,

Ŵ = eiδ+i(α+β)/2 T̂ (α) R̂
(θ

2

)
σ̂x R̂

(
−θ

2

)
T̂
(
−α+ β

2

)
σ̂x T̂

(β − α
2

)
. (E10)

The advantage of the latter representation is that if one replaces in the Eq. (E10) two Pauli matrices σ̂x by the identity
operator, one gets a phase shift eiδ+i(α+β)/2 only. Therefore,

Λb1,b0(Ŵ ) =
[
T̂
(
δ+

α+ β

2

)
⊗Û3

(θ
2
, α, 0

)]
·CNOTb1,b0 ·

[
1⊗Û3

(
−θ

2
, 0,−α+ β

2

)]
·CNOTb1,b0 ·

[
1⊗T̂

(β − α
2

)]
, (E11)

and the whole evolution operator, see Eq. (E3) can be presented as,

Û2bit =
[
Û3(ξ, η, η + π)⊗ 1

]
· Λb1,b0(Ŝ1Ŝ

†
0) ·

[
Û3(ξ, η, η + π)⊗ Û3(θ0, ϕ0, ϕ0 + π)

]
. (E12)

The corresponding 2-qubit quantum circuit is shown on a Fig. 2(c).

Similarly, we consider a 3-qubit model describing the scattering of two particles on a TLI. We assume that particles
arrive to the TLI with the time separation τ ,

Û3bit =
[
Ûi(τ)⊗ 1⊗ 1

]
·
[
|0〉〈0| ⊗ 1⊗ Ŝ0 + |1〉〈1| ⊗ 1⊗ Ŝ1

]
·
[
Ûi(τ)⊗ 1⊗ 1

]
·
[
|0〉〈0| ⊗ Ŝ0 ⊗ 1 + |1〉〈1| ⊗ Ŝ1 ⊗ 1

]
·
[
Ûi(τ)⊗ 1⊗ 1

]
, (E13)

where the first (eldest) bit describes the state of the TLI and the second and third qubits describe the scattering state

of the first and second particles correspondingly. The quantum circuit which implements the evolution operator Û3bit

is shown in the Fig. 2(e).

Appendix F: Time-reversal experiment

In the simulation experiment we choose fixed scattering matrices of the two-level impurity (TLI),

Ŝ0 =


1

2

√
3

2√
3

2
−

1

2

 , Ŝ1 =


√

3

2

1

2
eiπ/3

1

2
eiπ/3 −

√
3

2
e2πi/3

 , (F1)
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for the |0〉 and |1〉 impurity states correspondingly. Then the state dependent scattering operator Ŝψ, see Eqs. (E8)
and (E11), is given by the following sequence of quantum gates,

Ŝψ ≈
[
1⊗ Û3(0.723,−1.27)

]
· CNOT1,2 ·

[
T̂ (1.047)⊗ Û3(−0.723, 0,−0.523)

]
· CNOT1,2

[
1⊗ T̂ (1.761)

]
·
[
1⊗ Û3

(2π

3
, 0, π

)]
, (F2)

where the first (control) qubit describes a state of TLI and the second (target) qubit describes a scattering state of

the particle, Û3(α,ϕ, λ) and T̂ (ϕ) are generalized one-qubit gates available on the IBM quantum computer.

The free evolution operator Ûi(τ) = e−iĤiτ/~ with Ĥi = ~ω(cosα σ̂z + sinα σ̂x) is parameterized by two parameters

ωτ and α. The unitary operator Ûi(τ) is symmetric and for a fixed values of ωτ and α can be presented in the form,

Ûi(τ) = eiδÛ3(ξ, η, η + π), ξ = ξ(ωτ, α), η = η(ωτ, α), (F3)

where eiδ some phase factor which changes only an overall phase of the qubit register; ξ and η are parameters which
uniquely defined by ωτ and α. In the following we choose ωτ = π/6 and vary the parameter α among four values
π/6, π/4, π/3 and π/2 with the corresponding gate parameters,

ξ
(π

6
,
π

6

)
≈ 0.505, η

(π
6
,
π

6

)
≈ −1.107,

ξ
(π

6
,
π

4

)
≈ 0.723, η

(π
6
,
π

4

)
≈ −1.183,

ξ
(π

6
,
π

3

)
≈ 0.896, η

(π
6
,
π

3

)
≈ −1.290,

ξ
(π

6
,
π

2

)
≈ 1.047, η

(π
6
,
π

2

)
≈ −π/2.

Table I. The occurrence rates of the computational basis states for 2-qubit experiments.

ωτ α |00〉 |10〉 |01〉 |11〉 F

π/6 π/6 6949 437 562 244 84.8± 0.4%

π/6 π/4 6916 440 576 260 84.4± 0.4%

π/6 π/3 6983 370 560 279 85.2± 0.4%

π/6 π/2 6950 338 551 353 84.8± 0.4%

Table II. The occurrence rates of the computational basis states for 3-qubit experiments.

ωτ α |000〉 |001〉 |010〉 |011〉 |100〉 |101〉 |110〉 |111〉 F

π/6 π/6 3909 1380 1069 487 482 309 332 224 47.7± 0.5%

π/6 π/4 3934 1157 981 380 618 360 407 355 48.0± 0.5%

π/6 π/3 3957 832 884 327 859 359 531 443 48.3± 0.5%

π/6 π/2 3879 355 1050 425 964 418 630 471 47.3± 0.5%

Table III. Relaxation times T1, coherence times T2, readout errors εr and one-qubit gate errors ε1 for each qubit line.

qn T1(µs) T2(µs) εr(%) ε1(%)

q0 52.4 47.3 4.2 0.077

q1 58.0 40.6 3.6 0.103

q2 46.9 47.4 2.8 0.137

The occurrence rates of the computational basis states for 2-qubit and 3-qubit experiments are shown in Tables I
and II for the different input parameters of the model. The 2-qubit experiment used q1 and q2 qubit lines of the
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‘ibmqx4’ five qubit quantum processor. The 3-qubit experiment used in addition a q0 qubit line. In both experiments
the q2 qubit line has modeled a state of TLI. The calibration state of the quantum computer was the same for all
experiments. The qubit’s relaxation times T1, coherence times T2, readout errors εr and one-qubit gate errors ε1 for
each qubit line are shown in the Table III. The errors of the CNOT gates CNOTq2,q0, CNOTq2,q1 and CNOTq1,q0 used
in the experiments are εg20 = 1.91%, εg21 = 2.68% and εg10 = 1.70% respectively. These processor’s state parameters

allows us to estimate a theoretical value of a time-reversal fidelity F = |〈0 . . . 0|ψ̃0〉|2, where |ψ̃0〉 is a final state of the
qubit register. For the used gate arrangement one has,

F theor
2bit = (1− εg21)6(1− εr1)(1− εr2) ≈ 79.6%, (F4)

F theor
3bit = (1− εg21)6(1− εg20)6(1− εg10)4(1− εr0)(1− εr1)(1− εr2) ≈ 63.4%, (F5)

while the experimentally observed values of the time-reversal fidelity are shown in Tables I and II.
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